Mrs. Yazvac’s 6TH GRADE NEWSLETTER

Week of December 14 - 18, 2020
REMOTE LEARNING
Hello Sixth Graders!
 I waited until Saturday evening to see what was happening next week before
writing this Newsletter. It looks like we will be remote again (our county is
ORANGE). I’m happy if you are reading this BEFORE I remind you on Monday
morning.
When we are remote, you will log into my Google meeting by 8:55. I will
try to be there by 8:45. Prayer will begin at 9:00. I’ll film from the front hallway
again since that seems to make it easier for you to see and hear. You will watch
and listen to prayer with me in our meeting. Remember, attendance in morning
prayer counts as a Religion grade.
Please be sure you are checking emails, reading the streams in all of your
Google Classrooms, and checking your “To Do” list daily. Some of you have
missing assignments. I sent email reminders, but you should already know about
these because you can see them on your “To Do” list.
When we are remote, we focus on Reading on Monday, Math on Tuesday,
Religion on Wednesday and Social Studies on Thursday. I will assign something
for you to do between your morning and afternoon sessions everyday.
Friday will be a review with a guest appearance from one of your
“Specials” teachers. (Just the way Miss Vanessa surprised us last Friday.)
***** Remember to play Sumdog at least 30 minutes per week (between
Monday morning and 9 pm on Friday) to earn a weekly 5 point automatic A.
Those points add up! This is NOT extra credit. It will be a grade every week.

You should improve on those multiplication tables by doing this required
practice (and really rock on the next Sumdog contest!)
In Math this week, we will continue working on Equivalent Ratios and Rate
Problems. This week, however, we will work in groups. In English/Language
Arts we will complete and share our “Favorite Relative” essays. We will also be
reading and discussing the December 18 issue of Time for Kids. In Social Studies
we finish Chapter 23 Lesson 3. We will be working in groups to review for a quiz
on World War 1. In Religion, we will read and discuss Chapter 3 Covenant and
Commitment.
*** Please remember to read for AR everyday! Don’t wait until the last
minute to earn those 15 AR points for your next report card.
Love you like a Grandma, Mrs. Yazvac

